3.84 3.63 3.29 GPA

163 162 157 LSAT

47% STUDENTS OF COLOR

65% HAIL FROM OUTSIDE PA

64% FIRST-GENERATION GRADUATE STUDENTS

34% FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENTS

107 STUDENTS IN ENTERING CLASS

90.57% the second highest bar passage rate in Pennsylvania for first time test takers (class of 2022)

20% IDENTIFY AS LGBTQ+

FOR MORE FACTS ABOUT OUR ENTERING CLASS, VISIT DICKINSONLAW.PSU.EDU/CLASS-PROFILE.
Beyond the Numbers
Before attending Dickinson Law, members of the Class of 2026:

- Studied abroad in Vienna, interned in London, and conducted field research in Belfast
- Helped protect endangered sea turtles
- Interned with the U.S. House of Representatives and the Department of Homeland Security
- Earned recognition as Cadet of the Month, Eagle Scout, and Navy Achievement Medal recipient
- Served in the AmeriCorps VISTA program
- Worked as a black belt karate instructor
- Established a service club that helps refugees
- Founded an NFT Art Agency
- Interned for the Fayetteville Symphony Orchestra
- Worked as a black belt karate instructor